Program Review Committee
Friday, March 14, 2014, 9a – 11a

Summary Notes

Present:  Joe Hash, Cheryl Tucker, Wendy Choate, Mike Cox, Dana Maher, Dave Bazard, Jon Pedicino, Anita Janis, Marcy Foster, Hillary Reed, Crislyn Parker-notes

1. Approve Notes from 2/28/14: approved as stand

2. Persistence Theme in Program Reviews: (Moved to next meeting)

3. DE Advisory Committee Program Review Feedback (if applicable): Moved to next meeting. Is there a need for a DE program review and what would it look like-addresses the values of program review and transparency. PRC feels it would show DE in its entirety as a program (planning piece and resource request), while keeping division DE courses offerings in the division reviews. Joe will discuss with the DE task-force and DE committee.

4. Standing Agenda Item: Executive Summary Items:
   - Training for new members on evaluating programs with the rubric
   - Determine process for consistent member delivery modes
   - Include a prompt for achieved outcomes for multiple deliveries (DE vs. face to face)

5. Continue Evaluations: (The data summaries will be completed at the 3/28/14 meeting).
   4.1 Instruction:
      - Paramedic
      - LVN
      - RN
      - Agriculture
      - Auto Tech
      - Business/Econ
      - Business Tech
      - CIS
      - Construction Technology
      - Digital Media

6. Other:

7. Future Agenda Items: